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Abstract

Several issues concerning the applicability of the temperature coefficient of the resistivity (TCR)

method to scaled interconnect lines are discussed. The central approximation of the TCR method,

i.e. the substitution of the interconnect wire TCR by the bulk TCR becomes doubtful when

the resistivity of the conductor metal is strongly increased by finite size effects. Semiclassical

calculations for thin films show that the TCR deviates from bulk values when the surface roughness

scattering contribution to the total resistivity becomes significant with respect to grain boundary

scattering, an effect that might become even more important in nanowires due to their larger

surface-to-volume ration. In addition, the TCR method is redeveloped to account for line width

roughness. It is shown that for rough wires, the TCR method yields the harmonic average of the

cross-sectional area as well as, to first order, the accurate value of the resistivity at the extracted

area. Finally, the effect of a conductive barrier or liner layer on the TCR method is discussed. It

is shown that the liner or barrier parallel conductance can only be neglected when it is lower than

about 5 to 10% of the total conductance. It is furthermore shown that neglecting the liner/barrier

parallel conductance leads mainly to an overestimation of the cross-sectional area of the center

conductor whereas its resistivity is less affected.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interconnects are fundamental elements of any microelectronic circuit since they dis-

tribute signals as well as provide power and grounding for various components of the circuit.

The continuing miniaturization of microelectronic circuits following Moore’s law relies cru-

cially on the scaling of the interconnect pitch [1–3]. In recent technology nodes, interconnect

wires have reached critical dimensions around 20 nm and, in the near future, dimensions of

10 nm and below are potentially envisaged. At such scales, the interconnect resistance per

unit length, a key performance parameter, increases strongly not only due to the smaller

cross-sectional area but also due to a degraded conductor conductivity [4]. This effect is due

to augmented scattering of the charge carriers by surfaces [5–7] as well as grain boundaries

[8, 9], as grain sizes are typically reduced in narrower interconnect lines. Moreover, low-

conductivity barrier and liner layers, required to ensure interconnect reliability, occupy an

increasing wire volume fraction, increasing the overall line resistance further. Therefore, the

interconnect performance has become a key constraint for the overall circuit performance,

limiting further progress in circuit miniaturization [2, 10, 11]. To mitigate this effect, al-

ternatives to Cu as conductor materials have been researched with increasing intensity for

several years [11–14]. Ideal alternative metals show a much weaker thickness dependence

of the resistivity than Cu and allow for reliable operation without the need for barrier and

liner layers.

While the final performance of an interconnect is determined by the line resistance, the

understanding of the interconnect behavior often requires the measurements of the resistivity

(or the conductivity) of the conductor material. While the experimental determination of

the resistivity of thin metallic films from sheet resistances is straightforward when the film

thickness is known, the determination of the resistivity of narrow metallic wires is more

complex as the accurate measurement of the cross-sectional wire area is often difficult. The

physical area of interconnects can e.g. be determined by transmission-electron microscopy

(TEM). However, the low throughput of TEM does not allow for a statistical assessment of

the resistivity for large arrays of interconnect wires. Moreover, the accuracy of this method is

reduced at decreasing wire dimensions. For narrow wires, the relative line width roughness

(LWR) with respect to the line width is typically degraded, leading to issues caused by

projection effects in TEM and a complex averaging behavior.
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For this reason, a method was proposed for the simultaneous determination of the cross-

sectional area and the resistivity of interconnect wires using temperature-dependent mea-

surements of the interconnect resistance [15–17]. Since the method is based on the tempera-

ture coefficient of the resistivity (TCR), it is often referred to as the TCR method. However,

the method was originally proposed for interconnect line widths of the order of 100 nm and

above and its applicability to sub-20-nm-wide interconnects is unclear. Two critical issues

arise for scaled lines: first, the validity of the main approximation in the TCR method in

presence of strong surface and grain boundary scattering remains to be clarified. In addition,

lithographic and patterning limitations have led to increasing relative LWR, as mentioned

above. Therefore, the validity of the TCR method for rough lines with an area-dependent

resistivity needs to be assessed. Moreover, the volume fraction of interconnect lines occu-

pied by barrier and liner layers increases steadily. While historically the contribution of the

barrier and liner layer to the conductance could be neglected, this becomes more and more

questionable in current and future technology nodes. It is therefore of interest to under-

stand under which conditions the barrier/liner contribution can be safely neglected and the

TCR method can be applied to extract an accurate cross-sectional area and resistivity of

the center conductor.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the TCR method will be derived in Sec. II and its

main approximation will be discussed. A semiclassical thin film resistivity model will then

be introduced in Sec. III that allows for an assessment of the thickness- and temperature-

dependent resistivity as well as a qualitative discussion of the validity of the TCR method

for scaled interconnects. Subsequently, the TCR method will be rederived in Sec. IV for

rough interconnect lines and finally, the influence of the presence of conductive barrier and

liner layers will be discussed in Sec. V.

II. THE TCR METHOD

The TCR method is based on the measurement of the temperature dependence of the

resistance of an interconnect wire described by Pouillet’s law

R = ρL/A. (1)
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Here, ρ is the resistivity of the conductor material in the wire whereas L and A are its

length and cross-sectional area, respectively. The variation of the resistance as a function of

temperature can then be expressed by the total derivative

dR

dT
=

d

dT

(
ρL

A

)
=
dρ

dT

L

A
+
dL

dT

ρ

A
− dA

dT

ρL

A2
. (2)

The first term, (dρ/dT )(L/A), describes the resistance change due to the temperature de-

pendence of the resistivity of the conductor, whereas the other two terms describe effects

of thermal expansion. While thermal expansion has been historically included in the TCR

method [16], its contribution to the total resistance change is typically small (∼ 1%) since

relative resistivity changes (1/ρ)(dρ/dT ) are of the order of 10−3 K−1 whereas thermal ex-

pansion coefficients are of the order of 10−5 K−1. Therefore, thermal expansion effects will

be neglected in the following. In all formulas below, thermal expansion effects can however

be easily reintroduced by simply subtracting them from dR/dT . Equation (2) then reduces

to
dR

dT
=
L

A

dρ

dT
. (3)

Here, dρ
dT

denotes the TCR of the interconnect line under test. Generally, it should be

considered as unknown. However, in certain cases, it can be assumed that the TCR of the

interconnect line is equal to the bulk TCR, i.e.

dρ

dT
≡ dρ

dT

∣∣∣∣
bulk

, (4)

independently of the wire area A. This is the main assumption of the TCR method. Equa-

tion (3) then becomes
dR

dT
=
L

A

dρ

dT

∣∣∣∣
bulk

. (5)

Equations (1) and (5) lead to a set of two equations with two unknown variables, ρ and

A, as the length of the line is typically known. The system can be easily solved, resulting in

A = L
dρ

dT

∣∣∣∣
bulk

(
dR

dT

)−1
; (6)

ρ = R
dρ

dT

∣∣∣∣
bulk

(
dR

dT

)−1
. (7)

Hence, both resistivity and cross-sectional area can be determined simultaneously from

measurements of the line resistance as well as its temperature dependence. To distinguish
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the area determined by the TCR method and that measured by physical characterization

(e.g. TEM), the former is typically called the electrical area whereas the latter is called

the physical area. It is clear from the above derivation that a key requirement for the

applicability of the TCR method is the validity of the approximation in Eq. (4).

III. THE TCR METHOD IN METALLIC NANOWIRES

The key approximation of the TCR method requires that the temperature dependence of

the resistivity of nanowires is equal to that of the bulk metal in the measured temperature

window [cf. Eq. (4)]. This is equivalent to the assumption that the combined effects that

increase the resistivity with respect to the bulk are independent of temperature, i.e. the

resistivity can be written as

ρ(T ) = ρ(0) + ρbulk(T ). (8)

For sufficiently pure nonmagnetic metallic systems, the bulk resistivity is determined by

electron-phonon scattering following the Bloch–Grüneisen law

ρ (T ) = ρ(0) + CT 5

∫ ΘD
T

0

x5

(ex − 1) (1− e−x)
dx, (9)

which is of the form of Eq. (8). Here, ρ(0) describes the residual resistivity at 0 K, e.g.

due to scattering by impurities. ΘD is the Debye temperature of the phonon system and

C a prefactor that can e.g. be determined from the bulk room-temperature resistivity. In

a sufficiently narrow temperature range around room temperature, the resistivity depends

linearly on temperature and can be described by a temperature-independent TCR.

When the TCR method was initially developed for large wire widths, deviations of in-

terconnect and bulk resistivity were essentially only due to impurity scattering [15–17]. In

this case, Eq. (8) can be considered as a special case of Matthiessen’s rule since impurity

scattering has typically been observed to be independent of temperature. Experimentally,

Matthiessen’s rule has been found to be valid in sufficiently pure metallic thick films, i.e.

for sufficiently large residual resistance ratios, leading to a temperature-independent ρ(0) as

in Eq. (9). Therefore, the validity of Eq. (4) has been linked to the validity of Matthiessen’s

rule [15–17].

However, additional scattering mechanisms may strongly contribute to the resistivity of

metallic nanowires with widths of 20 nm and below, in particular surface roughness scatter-
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ing as well as grain boundary scattering. Moreover, the physics of electron-phonon scattering

may be altered in nanowires. It is therefore imperative to understand whether relations such

as Eq. (8) and more specifically Eq. (9) also hold in scaled nanowires. It should be noted

that this does not necessarily require the validity of Matthiessen’s rule for all scattering con-

tributions. The total scattering rate 1/τ = f(τSR, τGB, τi, τe−ph) can be formally written as a

function of τSR, τGB, τi, and τe−ph, the scattering times due to surface roughness (SR), grain

boundaries (GB), impurities (i) and the electron–phonon interaction (e–ph), respectively. A

minimum requirement for the applicability of the approximation in Eq. (4) is then that the

scattering rate can be written as 1/τ = f(τSS, τGB, τi)+1/τe−ph as long as f(τSS, τGB, τi) is in-

dependent of temperature and the electron–phonon interaction is bulk-like. In the following,

this will be discussed in more detail.

A. Temperature dependence of resistivity in nanowires and thin films

The temperature dependence of the resistivity has been studied for several metallic

nanowire [18–22] and thin film [23–29] systems where the cross-sectional area or the thick-

ness were determined by physical characterization methods. Typically, an increase of the

TCR with respect to the bulk metals has been observed for nanowires. For thin films, the

situation is more diverse and both bulk-like [24, 25], as well as higher-than-bulk [26–29] and

lower-than-bulk TCR values [23] have been observed. Most measurements were consistent

with the Bloch–Grüneisen law in Eq. (9) with an approximately linear temperature depen-

dence of the resistivity ∝ T/ΘD above typically 100 K, albeit in case of an increased TCR

with lower apparent Debye temperatures.

The underlying physics of the apparent reduction of the Debye temperature in metallic

nanostructures has been discussed in terms of surface effects on the phonon band structure.

Indeed, surface-sensitive phonon spectroscopy has demonstrated a reduction of the Debye

temperature due to the presence of the surface and the resulting change in bonding geometry

[30–32]. In nanowires, the surface-to-volume ratio is large and therefore, the reduction of

the surface Debye temperature may affect the Bloch–Grüneisen resistivity. However, as

already pointed out in Refs. [24, 25] and discussed in more detail below, surface scattering

as described in the original Fuchs-Sontheimer theory [5, 6] also results in an increase in

TCR. These two contributions are difficult to separate in practice. Thermal conductivity
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measurements of metallic nanowires have frequently reported violations of the Wiedemann–

Franz law or at least Lorenz numbers that deviate strongly from bulk values [19, 22, 33]. Ab

initio calculations of the electron–phonon interaction in nanowires have been reported but

only for very small wires, much below realistic dimensions [34, 35]. Thus, finite size effects

on the electron–phonon interaction in metallic nanowires still need to be better understood

to clarify this issue.

The observation of bulk-like TCR in thin films [24, 25] indicates that the central approx-

imation in Eq. (4) does not necessary fail in metallic structures with reduced dimension.

Moreover, the TCR method has led to electrical cross-sectional areas of Cu and Ru inter-

connect wires with cross-sectional areas down to < 100 nm2 that are reasonably consistent

with physical cross-sectional areas deduced from TEM [36, 37]. However, the generalization

of such results to any metallic interconnect system appears doubtful.

B. Temperature-dependent semiclassical thin film resistivity modeling

To shed some light on the issue, quantitative models for the temperature dependence

of metallic nanowires or thin films are necessary. Currently, there is no well-established

tractable model for the temperature dependence of the resistivity in nanowires. Semiclas-

sical approaches [38] still require further quantitative verification while ab initio methods

have been successful to describe quantum effects in ultrasmall nanowires but are limited to

low temperatures or treat finite temperatures via a heuristic mean free path [39–42]. The

resistivity of thin films has typically been modeled by semiclassical models, such as the

one originally derived by Mayadas and Shatzkes [9] based on the original work of Fuchs

and Sondheimer [5, 6] as well as quantum models for surface scattering [43–45]. Despite

its many approximations, the semiclassical model of Mayadas and Shatzkes [9] has the ad-

vantage to treat both surface roughness and grain boundary scattering simultaneously in a

unified framework without the need to assume the validity of Matthiessen’s rule. In this

model, the resistivity of a metallic thin film with height h is given by

ρtf =

 1

ρGB

− 6

πκρ0
(1− p)

π/2∫
0

dφ

∞∫
1

dt
cos2 φ

H2
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×
(

1

t3
− 1

t5

)
1− e−κHt

1− pe−κHt

]−1
(10)

with ρ0 the bulk resistivity of the metal, λ the mean free path of the charge carriers in

the metal, g the linear intercept length between grain boundaries (the “grain size”), 0 ≤

R ≤ 1 the grain boundary reflection coefficient, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 a phenomenological parameter

that describes the degree of specular scattering at the nanowire surfaces, and the following

abbreviations

ρGB = ρ0
[
1− 3α/2 + 3α2 − 3α3 ln (1 + 1/α)

]−1
; (11)

H = 1 +
α

cosφ
√

1− 1/t2
; (12)

α =
λ

g

2R

1−R
; (13)

κ =
h

λ
. (14)

Equation (10) does not depend explicitly on temperature but implicitly via the temper-

ature dependence of λ and ρ0. However, it has been recognized that the product λ × ρ0

is a function of the morphology of the Fermi surface only and can therefore be assumed

to be independent of temperature [46–49] when kBT � EF with kBT the thermal and EF

the Fermi energy. As this is true for relevant metals at room temperature, it can thus be

assumed that

λ(T )× ρ0(T ) = C0. (15)

For the bulk resistivity of sufficiently pure metals, the temperature-dependent resistivity is

given by the Bloch–Grüneisen law in Eq. (9) with ρ0(0) ≈ 0. This allows for the calculation of

the temperature dependence of λ (as values of C0 are available in the literature for numerous

elemental metals [47, 48]) and therefore for the calculation of the temperature dependence

of the resistivity.

Marom and Eizenberg have derived analytical expressions of the TCR based on the

Mayadas–Shatzkes model [46]. In practice, it is more convenient to directly calculate nu-

merically the temperature dependence of the resistivity via Eqs. (9) and (10) and obtain

the TCR by numerical differentiation. Calculations of the temperature dependence of the

resistivity for Cu (λ = 40.6 nm and ρ0 = 1.70µΩcm at 300 K, ΘD = 310 K, g = 10 nm, p = 0,

R = 0.2) as a function of the film thickness h are shown in Fig. 1(a–c). The chosen p and

R values are typically obtained from experimental thickness dependences of the resistivity
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FIG. 1: (a) Calculated temperature dependence of the resistivity of Cu thin films as a function

of the film thickness using Eq. (10) with λ = 40.6 nm and ρ0 = 1.70µΩcm at 300 K, ΘD = 310 K,

g = 10 nm, p = 0, R = 0.2. (b) Temperature-dependent part of the Cu thin film resistivity,

ρ(T )−ρ(0). (c) TCR at 300 K calculated from the data in (a) and (b). (d) Calculated temperature

dependence of the resistivity of a 3 nm thick Cu film as a function of the surface scattering parameter

p using Eq. (10). The same materials parameters as in (a) were used. (f) Temperature-dependent

part of the 3 nm Cu thin film resistivity in (d), ρ(T )− ρ(0) and (f) TCR at 300 K as a function of

p. For comparison, the bulk Ru TCR value is also shown [dashed lines in (c) and (f)] [50].

[4] with the Mayadas–Shatzkes model. The total calculated resistivity in Fig. 1(a) indicates

a strong increase of the resistivity with decreasing thickness, as expected. By contrast, the

temperature dependent part of the resistivity, ρ(T ) − ρ(0), in Fig. 1(b) and the extracted

TCR value at 300 K in 1(c) are bulk-like [50] for thicker films but increase for thicknesses

below 10 nm. To elucidate this behavior further, the Cu thin film resistivity was calculated

for a thickness of h = 3 nm as a function of the surface roughness scattering parameter p.

The total calculated resistivity in Fig. 1(d) increases with decreasing p since this enhances

the contribution of surface roughness scattering. The temperature dependent part of the

resistivity, ρ(T )− ρ(0), in Fig. 1(e) and the extracted TCR value at 300 K in 1(f) also show

a strong dependence on p. For specular p ∼ 1, the TCR is bulk-like and increases rapidly

with decreasing p. Moreover, additional simulations (not shown) indicate that the TCR

decreases again towards the bulk value when the grain boundary scattering is enhanced by

increasing R or decreasing g. This indicates that it is essentially the ratio of surface and
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FIG. 2: (a) Calculated room-temperature TCR of a 3 nm thick Ru film for different values of the

surface scattering parameter p following Eq. (10) with λ = 6.6 nm and ρ0 = 7.6µΩcm at 300 K,

ΘD = 420 K, g = 10 nm, R = 0.5. The thin film TCR is equal to the bulk TCR (dashed line) for

all values of p.

grain boundary scattering that determines the TCR, which can be attributed to the “renor-

malization” of the (effective) mean free path due to grain boundary scattering, as discussed

in detail in Ref. [9].

Figure 2 show the calculated TCR at 300 K for Ru (λ = 6.6 nm and ρ0 = 7.6 ΘD = 420 K,

µΩcm at 300 K, g = h, R = 0.5). As for Cu, the experimentally determined R value for

Ru is used [48]. In contrast to Cu, p has no influence on the TCR for the chosen set of

parameters. This can be linked to the shorter mean free path λ of Ru as well as the higher

R, which increases the relative importance of grain boundary scattering and renders surface

roughness scattering negligible. These results are consistent with the experiments and the

discussion in Ref. [48], which has also reported that surface scattering in Ru thin films is

negligible even for p = 0. The results are also consistent with initial experiments on Ru thin

films indicating bulk TCR values for Ru films as thin as 3 nm (not shown). This will be the

topic of a forthcoming publication [51].

The data indicate that the TCR within such semiclassical models is influenced mainly

by the ratio of surface roughness and grain boundary scattering. When grain boundary

scattering dominates, the TCR is bulk-like. However, when the effect of surface scattering

becomes non-negligible, the TCR starts to deviate from its bulk value. Since the Mayadas–
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Shatzkes model does not obey Matthiessen’s rule for surface roughness and grain boundary

scattering, the individual contributions cannot be regarded separately and the relative im-

portance of surface scattering needs to be deduced from an evaluation of Eq. (10), e.g. by

comparing resistivities calculated for p = 1 and p = 0. Note that the value of p as such does

not determine the importance of surface roughness scattering. In particular, p = 0 does not

necessarily indicate strong surface roughness scattering. For typical thin films with g ≈ h,

grain boundary scattering is generally dominant for Cu and Ru even with p = 0 [48] and

calculated TCR values are within a few % of the bulk value even for ultrathin films of 3 nm

thickness. However, attempts to increase the grain size, e.g. by thermal annealing (lead-

ing to recrystallization and/or grain growth), may change this picture. It should also be

mentioned that for ultrathin films or ultranarrow wires, the surface roughness may become

comparable to the film thickness or wire width at the limit of film closure or wire continuity,

and the used model might lose its applicability [52]. In general, alternative metals with short

mean free path and high grain boundary reflection coefficient R (which is correlated with

higher cohesive energy [53] and thus improved expected electromigration resistance) should

however show less tendency for an increase in TCR than Cu. A more detailed discussion

can be found in Ref. [46].

The above results indicate that the ratio of surface to grain boundary scattering deter-

mines the deviation of the thin film TCR from bulk values. One might assume that a similar

relation also holds qualitatively for nanowires. Due to the larger surface-to-volume ratio,

surface scattering can be expected to have a larger impact for nanowires than for thin films,

as qualitatively argued in Ref. [38]. In absence of a comprehensive quantitative model for

temperature-dependent nanowire resistivities, the TCR measured for thin films might be

used as a proxy for the expected nanowire TCR. When the TCR of thin films is strongly en-

hanced with respect to the bulk value, one can assume that the TCR of nanowires might also

deviate. By contrast, a bulk-like thin film TCR might not necessarily indicate a bulk-like

nanowire TCR. A potential improvement could the usage of measured thin film TCR values

to determine cross-sectional area and resistivity of nanowires of the same material. However,

in absence of a predictive model for nanowire resistivity (and the rather simplistic nature of

the semiclassical thin film models), it is currently not possible to verify the accuracy of this

approach.

Finally, in its derivation, the Mayadas-Shatzkes model assumes the validity of
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Matthiessen’s rule for grain boundary and phonon scatting (but not for surface roughness

scattering) [9]. As argued above, this is a reasonable assumption for sufficiently pure films.

However, in presence of strong disorder, Matthiessen’s rule has been reported to be violated,

leading to a much weaker temperature dependence of the resistivity and even to zero or neg-

ative TCR values [54, 55]. This suggests that the low thin film TCR values reported in

Ref. [23] might be due to large disorder in the films. Such effects cannot be described within

the Mayadas-Shatzkes model and their quantification is rather difficult, leading to further

potential complications of the determination of TCR values of thin films and nanowires.

The experimental reports mentioned above however suggest that the disorder in current

nanowire (and interconnect) structures is sufficiently low so that disorder effects might be

neglected.

IV. THE TCR METHOD FOR A ROUGH INTERCONNECT LINE

A. Model derivation and discussion

An additional complication that affects the application of the TCR method to scaled

interconnect lines stems from an increased LWR due to lithography and patterning limita-

tions. The derivation of the TCR method in Eqs. (6) and (7) relies on the assumption of

a single uniform cross-sectional area A of the interconnect wire. However, in scaled inter-

connects, this assumption ceases to be obviously justified. This is even more the case for

experimental patterning schemes [36, 37]. In such cases, the 3σ LWR may not be negligible

anymore with respect to the average line width 〈w〉. Therefore, it is of interest to redevelop

the TCR equations by assuming a cross-sectional area that varies along the wire.

A rough interconnect line can be described by a series of small differential resistive ele-

ments of length d` and resistance dR so that the total resistance of the line with length L

is given by R =
∫ L
0
dR. Assuming that each element can be described by Pouillet’s law in

Eq. (1), dR = (ρ[A(`)]/A(`)) d`. Here, A(`) is the cross-sectional area of the element and

ρ[A(`)] its resistivity. Note that the resistivity depends in general on the cross-sectional area

of the element due to finite size effects as discussed above. The resistance of the line can

then be written as

R =

∫ L

0

ρ[A(`)]

A(`)
d`. (16)
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Neglecting thermal expansion effects, the total derivative of the resistance with respect

to the temperature is given by

dR

dT
=

∫ L

0

dρ[A(`)]

dT

1

A(`)
d`. (17)

Within the approximation of Eq. (4), dρ[A(`)]/dT is independent of the cross-sectional area

and thus

dR

dT
=

dρ

dT

∣∣∣∣
bulk

∫ L

0

1

A(`)
d`

=
dρ

dT

∣∣∣∣
bulk

L

〈A〉H
, (18)

with 〈A〉H = L/
(∫ L

0
1/A(`)d`

)
the harmonic mean of the area function A(`).

This shows that the TCR method yields the harmonic mean of the cross-sectional area

for a rough line. The harmonic mean is always smaller than or equal to the arithmetic mean

〈A〉A; in the limit of a uniform area, harmonic and arithmetic means become equal, i.e.

limσ2→0(〈A〉A − 〈A〉H) = 0 with σ2 the variance of the area distribution.

Equation (16) cannot be evaluated for a general ρ[A(`)] and therefore the resistivity

cannot be determined in a straightforward way as in Eq. (7). However, a Taylor expansion

of ρ[A(`)] around 〈A〉H can be used to approximate the area dependence of the resistivity.

Thus,

ρ[A(`)] = ρ (〈A〉H) +
dρ

dA

∣∣∣∣
〈A〉H

(A(`)− 〈A〉H)

+
1

2

d2ρ

dA2

∣∣∣∣
〈A〉H

(A(`)− 〈A〉H)2 + . . .

≡ 〈ρ〉+ ξ (A(`)− 〈A〉H)

+
1

2
η (A(`)− 〈A〉H)2 + . . . (19)

with 〈ρ〉 the resistivity at the harmonic mean of A(`). ξ and η denote the first and second

derivatives of ρ(A) at 〈A〉H , respectively. In a first-order approximation, the resistance in

Eq. (16) then becomes

R =

∫ L

0

ρ(`)

A(`)
d` ≈

∫ L

0

〈ρ〉+ ξ (A(`)− 〈A〉H)

A(`)
d`

=
〈ρ〉L
〈A〉H

+ Lξ − ξ 〈A〉H
∫ L

0

1

A(`)
d`

=
〈ρ〉L
〈A〉H

(20)
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Solving the system of Eqs. (18) and (20) leads then to the first-order TCR equations for

rough lines, analogously to Eqs. (6) and (7):

〈A〉H = L
dρ

dT

∣∣∣∣
bulk

(
dR

dT

)−1
; (21)

ρ (〈A〉H) = R
dρ

dT

∣∣∣∣
bulk

(
dR

dT

)−1
. (22)

The TCR method yields thus the harmonic mean of the cross-sectional area 〈A〉H and to

first order the resistivity at 〈A〉H . Therefore, the resistivity vs. area curve extracted by the

TCR method from a set of rough wires with different 〈A〉H represent quantitatively (to first

order) the area dependence of the resistivity ρ(A).

The accuracy of the first-order Taylor expansion can be tested by calculating the second-

order correction to Eq. (20), leading to

∆R =
η

2

∫ L

0

(A(`)− 〈A〉H)2

A(`)
d`

=
η

2
(L 〈A〉A − 2L 〈A〉H + L 〈A〉H)

=
Lη

2
(〈A〉A − 〈A〉H) . (23)

Thus, the correction is proportional to the second derivative of ρ(A) as well as the difference

between arithmetic and harmonic means of A(`). Note that for uniform lines, 〈A〉A =

〈A〉H ≡ A as well as ∆R = 0 and Eqs. (21) and (22) turn into Eqs. (6) and (7).

The second-order correction ∆R cannot be evaluated for a general A(`). However, since

〈A〉A ≥ 〈A〉H ≥ 0, an upper limit is given by

∆R ≤ Lη

2
〈A〉A (24)

Practically, the upper limit of the second-order correction could e.g. be estimated by the

apparent physical cross-sectional area (e.g. measured by TEM) as an estimator of 〈A〉A
and the second derivative of the obtained ρ(A) curve. For small Cu and Ru wires, ηCu ∼

10−4 µΩcm/nm4 and ηRu ∼ 10−5 µΩcm/nm4, respectively. For a very rough wire with an

arithmetic average area of 100 nm2 (and a harmonic average area of ∼ 0 nm2), the correction

is thus below 10 Ω/µm for Ru and 100 Ω/µm for Cu. Typical line resistances for 100 nm2

cross-sectional area are above 1 kΩ/µm and thus the corrections are small to negligible even

in such an extreme case. The corrections are not expected to depend strongly on the cross-

sectional area as η decreases rapidly with increasing cross-sectional area or line width. As

14



shown in the next section, 〈A〉A− 〈A〉H � 〈A〉A for realistic LWRs and thus the real values

of ∆R will be much smaller. Therefore, second-order corrections can typically be neglected.

B. Case study: truncated Gaussian LWR statistics

The variability of the dimensions of an interconnect wire is typically described by the

rms LWR as well as a lateral correlation length (or the roughness power spectrum). As the

correlation length is not expected to affect much the resistivity of the conductor as long as

Pouillet’s law remains applicable, it is mainly of interest to understand the dependence of

the electrical cross-sectional area determined by TCR, 〈A〉H , on the LWR.

Let us consider a rectangular interconnect line with width w, height h, and area A = w×h.

The width w is treated as a stochastic variable characterized by a probability function that

can be described by an arithmetic mean 〈w〉 and a variance σ2
w. For simplicity, it is assumed

that the line height h does not vary along the line and thus 〈A〉A = 〈w〉×h and σ2
A = σ2

w×h2.

The line height variation with an average height of 〈h〉 and a variance σ2
h can however be

easily included in the model using 〈A〉A = 〈w〉 × 〈h〉 and σ2
A = σ2

w × 〈h〉
2 + σ2

h × 〈w〉
2.

Experimentally, the line width has been found to follow a Gaussian distribution [56]. The

probability function for the cross-sectional area is then

P (A) =
1√

2πσ2
A

exp

(
−(A− 〈A〉A)2

2σ2
A

)
(25)

and the harmonic average of the area can then be calculated by

〈A〉H =

(∫ ∞
−∞

P (A)

A
dA

)−1
. (26)

From a mathematical viewpoint, the usage of Gaussian statistics is somewhat problematic

since a Gaussian has a finite probability at A = 0 and therefore the harmonic average of the

area is always zero. In practice however, for interconnects with high yield, Gaussian statistics

can be assumed to be obeyed only in a certain window around the mean line width with

a rapid falloff to zero probability outside. This means that Eq. (26) can be approximately

written as

〈A〉H =

(∫ 〈A〉A+c

〈A〉A−c

P (A)

A
dA

)−1
, (27)

with a suitably chosen cutoff c. If 〈A〉A � σA, the divergence of P (A)/A at A = 0 is slow

and 〈A〉H does not depend critically on the choice of c.
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FIG. 3: Harmonic area average, 〈A〉H , assuming a truncated Gaussian distribution for the inter-

connect line width as a function of the 3σ LWR. The mean line width 〈w〉 was 10 nm and the line

height h was fixed at 20 nm, as discussed in the text, i.e. the mean cross-sectional area (arithmetic

mean) was 200 nm2 (dashed line).

Figure 3 shows the calculated value of 〈A〉H for a line with an average width of 〈w〉 =

10 nm and a fixed height of h = 20 nm as a function of the 3σ LWR under the above

assumptions. Here, the cutoff was chosen as 〈A〉A− c = 0.1 nm2. As expected, the choice of

the cutoff close to zero had negligible influence on 〈A〉H .

One can see that an increasing 3σ LWR leads to a reduction of 〈A〉H with respect to

〈A〉A = 200 nm2. However, rather large values of 3σ ≈ 8 nm are required for a 10% reduction

of 〈A〉H with respect to 〈A〉A. In real interconnects, variations of the line height will lead to

larger area variances and to larger deviations, as discussed above. Nonetheless, the above

case study shows that the TCR method can be expected to lead to accurate mean line areas

if the 3σ LWR is much smaller than the average line width, which is typically the case for

interconnects with high yield.

V. THE TCR METHOD FOR AN INTERCONNECT LINE WITH A CONDUC-

TIVE LINER

In scaled interconnects, the volume available for the center conductor (commonly Cu)

is increasingly reduced because barrier and liner layers are difficult to scale. In former

technology nodes, TaN/Ta was used as the barrier/liner combination occupying typically
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a volume fraction of less than 10%. With a Cu resistivity close to the bulk value and

much larger Ta and TaN resistivities, the contribution of the liner and barrier to the line

conductivity was negligible. In this case, barrier and liner could be treated as insulators

from an electrical point of view and the TCR method could be used to extract area and

resistivity of the center conductor.

However, in future (Cu-based) technology nodes, the volume fraction occupied by barrier

and liner(s) may reach several 10% at line widths of the order of 10 nm. In addition,

lower resistivity liners, such as Co and Ru have been introduced. Therefore, the parallel

conductance due to barriers and liners may not be negligible and may affect the TCR analysis

of the interconnect wire. It is evident that the extraction of four unknown parameters, i.e.

the resistivities of the center conductor, ρcc, and the liner, ρli, as well as their (electrical)

areas, Acc and Ali, is not possible from the two available measurements, R and dR/dT .

Therefore, an accurate TCR analysis of interconnects with a significant contribution of the

barrier/liner combination to the conductance is not possible without further knowledge,

e.g. of the resistivity and the area of the liner. However, the conditions, under which the

assumption of an “insulating” barrier/liner is valid and the TCR method yields accurate

values for the resistivity and area of the center conductor can be discussed. Within such

an approach, when approximate values for resistance, resistivity, and area ratios of center

conductor and barrier/liner are available, approximate correction factors can be calculated

and errors due to the presence of barrier and liner can be estimated.

The resistance of an interconnect line consisting of two parallel conductors, i.e. the center

conductor with resistance Rcc and a barrier/liner with resistance Rli is given by

R =

(
1

Rcc

+
1

Rli

)−1
=

RccRli

Rcc +Rli

. (28)

The total derivative of the resistance with respect to the temperature is then

dR

dT
=

∂R

∂Rcc

dRcc

dT
+

∂R

∂Rli

dRli

dT

=
R2

li

(Rcc +Rli)
2

dRcc

dT
+

R2
cc

(Rcc +Rli)
2

dRli

dT

=
R2

R2
cc

dRcc

dT
+
R2

R2
li

dRli

dT
. (29)
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In principle, when all necessary information about the liner properties (Ali, ρli, dρli/dT )

is available, Eqs. (28) and (29) can be solved to deduce Acc and ρcc in the same TCR

approximation as above. However, this will be rarely the case in practice and therefore

explicit formulae for Acc and ρcc are only of limited interest. By contrast, for current

interconnects, the contribution of the liner to the total line conductance will still be rather

small. In such cases, one can then ask the question, under which conditions the liner

contribution is sufficiently small to lead to acceptable errors in the extraction of Acc and ρcc

when the parallel conductance of barrier/liner is neglected. To this aim, Rli can be treated

as a “perturbation”, leading to appropriate correction factors for the TCR Eqs. (6) and (7).

Although the correction factors may not be accurately quantifiable in practice, approximate

values can be determined when the liner resistance can be estimated and the accuracy of

the TCR method can be semi-quantitatively assessed.

For a weak liner contribution, it can be assumed that Rcc � Rli and all quadratic terms

in Rcc/Rli can be neglected. Thus, the total differential in Eq. (29) becomes

dR

dT
=

R2
li

(Rcc +Rli)
2

dRcc

dT
+

R2
cc

(Rcc +Rli)
2

dRli

dT
(30)

≈ Rcc
1

(1 +Rcc/Rli)
2

1

ρcc

dρcc
dT

+
R2

cc

Rli

1

(1 +Rcc/Rli)
2

1

ρli

dρli
dT

. (31)

A further quantitative analysis of the above equations to obtain electrical areas of the center

conductor and/or the liner requires the knowledge of the TCR of the liner, dRli/dT or

alternatively dρli/dT . Some quantitative insight in the effect of the liner can be gained

from two different approximations. For many pure bulk metals, values of (1/ρ)(dρ/dT )

are of the same order of magnitude. For example, (1/ρ)(dρ/dT ) at 0 ◦C is 0.0043 K−1 for

Cu, 0.0056 K−1 for Co, or 0.0045 K−1 for Ru [50]. Therefore, one can assume that the

relative temperature derivatives of the resistivities of center conductor and liner are equal,

i.e. (1/ρcc)(dρcc/dT ) = (1/ρli)(dρli/dT ). In addition, for “highly defective” (or impure)

layers, one can often assume dρ/dT ∼ 0 [23] since Matthiessen’s rule is violated in this case.

This amounts to neglecting the second term ∝ dρli/dT in Eq. (31).

Assuming dρli/dT = 0, Eq. (30) can be combined with Pouillet’s law in Eq. (1) to obtain

the electrical area of the center conductor, leading to
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Acc = αL
dρcc
dT

∣∣∣∣
bulk

(
dR

dT

)−1
, (32)

with the correction factor due to the contribution due to the liner

α =
1

(1 +Rcc/Rli)
2 . (33)

For small Rcc/Rli . 0.1, the relation can be approximated as α ≈ 1− 2Rcc/Rli.

Alternatively, one can assume that the relative temperature derivatives of the resistivities

of center conductor and liner are equal, i.e. (1/ρcc)(dρcc/dT ) = (1/ρli)(dρli/dT ). This leads

to the same equation of the electrical area of the center conductor as in Eq. (32), albeit with

a correction factor of

α =
1 + R2

cc

R2
li

Acc

Ali

(1 +Rcc/Rli)
2 . (34)

Here, Acc and Ali are the cross-sectional areas of the center conductor and the liner, respec-

tively.

In all relevant cases, when the liner resistivity is smaller than that of the center conductor,

α ≤ 1. Therefore, ignoring the contribution of the liner to the total line resistance, i.e.

assuming α = 1, leads to an overestimation of the area of the center conductor. Of course,

the correction factor α cannot be calculated in the general case as Rcc and Rli are a priori

unknown. However, Eq. (32) can be used to estimate the error of the electrical area when a

reasonable estimate of the liner and center conductor resistances can be obtained (consistent

with the total measured resistance). An example plot of the correction factor α as a function

of Rcc/Rli is shown in Fig. 4. The figure shows the correction factors derived from Eqs. (33)

and (34) for Acc/Ali = 1.5. It is clear from Eqs. (33) and (34) that absolute values of Rcc and

Rli do not affect α, which depends only on the ratio. The graph shows that corrections start

to become considerable (of the order of 20%) when the liner contribution approaches 10%

of the total conductance of the line, rather independent of the approximation of Eqs. (30)

and (31).

In the second step, the resistivity of the center conductor will be assessed in presence of

the barrier/liner. Eq. (28) can be approximated to first order as

R =
RccRli

Rcc +Rli

≈ Rcc

(
1− Rcc

Rli

)
. (35)
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FIG. 4: Electric area correction factor α assuming dρli/dT = 0 (black dots) and assuming equal

relative TCR values of center conductor and liner, i.e. (1/ρcc)(dρcc/dT ) = (1/ρli)(dρli/dT ) (blue

dots).

Considering 1−Rcc/Rli ≡ β as a correction factor and using Eqs. (1) and (32), the resistivity

of the center conductor can be written as

ρcc =
α

β
R
dρcc
dT

∣∣∣∣
bulk

(
dR

dT

)−1
. (36)

Since β ≤ 1, the contribution of the barrier/liner conductance to the total wire conductance

compensates partially for the overestimation of the electrical area. Figure 5 shows values

of β as a function of Rcc/Rli. The figure also shows α/β as a function of Rcc/Rli under the

assumption that dρli/dT = 0. The results show that the resistivity ∝ α/β is less affected

than the electrical area. For all values of Rcc/Rli, the assumption of α/β = 1, i.e. neglecting

the effect of the liner, leads to errors in the determination of ρcc of < 20% at most and

typically of less than 10%.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the applicability of the TCR method to scaled interconnect lines has been

discussed addressing several aspects. For scaled interconnect wires with resistivities deter-

mined by surface and grain boundary scattering, the applicability of the central approxima-

tion of the TCR method, namely the substitution of the TCR of the interconnect wire by the
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FIG. 5: Resistivity correction factor β (green dots) as well as α/β assuming dρli/dT = 0 (brown

dots).

bulk TCR becomes doubtful. Semiclassical calculations for thin films show that the TCR

deviates from bulk values when the surface roughness scattering contribution to the total re-

sistivity becomes non-negligible with respect to contributions of grain boundary scattering.

For metallic thin films in the relevant thickness range with grain sizes comparable to the

film thickness, the semiclassical model finds that grain boundary scattering typically domi-

nates and the TCR is bulk-like, except maybe for ultrathin Cu films with large grains [48].

Alternative metals with shorter mean free paths than Cu should in general be less sensitive

to surface scattering. Yet, surface roughness scattering can be expected to be enhanced in

nanowires due to the larger surface-to-volume ratio and deviations from bulk TCR might

be more important. The current lack of predictive models for the temperature dependence

of nanowire resistivities including both surface roughness and grain boundary scattering

prohibits a definitive conclusion and further work will be required to fully elucidate this

issue. The use of measured thin film TCR values (instead of bulk TCR values) to determine

cross-sectional area and resistivity of nanowires of the same material might improve the

situation. However, in absence of predictive models for the nanowire TCR, the accuracy of

this approach cannot currently be quantified. At a minimum, strongly non-bulk-like thin

film TCR values indicate that the naive approximation of the nanowire TCR by the bulk

value may be questionable and the results should be taken with caution and compared to

physical cross-sectional areas.
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In addition, to assess whether it can also be applied to rough interconnect lines, the

TCR method has been rederived with an area that is allowed to vary along the line and

an area-dependent resistivity that therefore also varies along the line. In such a case, it is

shown that the TCR method yields the harmonic average of the area distribution function

as well as, to first order, the correct value for the resistivity at the extracted area. A case

study for Gaussian roughness indicates that the harmonic average is within a few % of the

arithmetic average for 3σ LWR values that are comparable to what is achieved by current

patterning techniques. Thus, the results of the TCR method are not expected to be affected

for scaled interconnect lines with good yield.

Finally, the effect of a conductive barrier/liner layer on the TCR method has been dis-

cussed. The cross-sectional areas and resistivities of barrier/liner and center conductor can-

not be determined independently by the TCR method. While the effect of the barrier/liner

parallel conductance can be corrected for if it is accurately known, this will be the case only

in rare situations. In current technology nodes, the contribution of the barrier and liners

to the total conductance is still rather small and it can thus be treated as “perturbation”

of the conductance of the center conductor. For such a case, the conditions, under which

the assumption of a negligible barrier/liner contribution (“insulating” barrier/liner) is valid,

have been derived. Within this model, approximate correction factors can be calculated

when approximate values for resistance, resistivity, and area ratios of center conductor and

barrier/liner are known. The results show that neglecting barrier/liner resistance leads to

an overestimation of the center conductor area that is approximately twice the relative con-

ductivity contribution. An accuracy in cross-sectional area of 10% thus requires that the

barrier/liner contributes less than 5% to the total interconnect conductance. By contrast,

the resistivity is less affected and remains typically within 10% of the center conductor value

even for relatively large relative barrier/liner conductance.
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